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Collaboration and guidance are key aspects of many software tasks. In traditional desktop
software, such aspects are well supported through built-in collaboration functions or
general-purpose techniques such as screen and video sharing. In Mixed Reality
environments, where users carry out actions in a three-dimensional space,
collaboration and guidance may also be required. However, other users may or may
not be using the same Mixed Reality interface. Users may not have access to the same
information, the same visual representation, or the same interaction affordances. These
asymmetries make communication and collaboration between users harder. To address
asymmetries in Mixed Reality environments, we introduce Interactive Mixed-Dimensional
Media. In these media, the visual representation of information streams can be changed
between 2D and 3D. Different representations can be chosen automatically, based on
context, or through associated interaction techniques that give users control over
exploring spatial, temporal, and dimensional levels of detail. This ensures that any
information or interaction makes sense across different dimensions, interfaces and
spaces. We have deployed these techniques in three different contexts: mixed-reality
telepresence for physical task instruction, video-based instruction for VR tasks, and live
interaction between a VR user and a non-VR user. From these works, we show that Mixed
Reality environments that provide users with interactive mixed-dimensional media
interfaces improve performance and user experience in collaboration and guidance tasks.

Keywords: mixed reality, asymmetric interactions, collaboration, guidance, mixed-dimensional media, computer
supported collaborative work

1 INTRODUCTION

Mixed Reality environments refer to computing environments which co-exist in the physical space of
users. Mixed Reality environments exhibit varying proportions of Virtuality, as defined in the Reality-
Virtuality continuum by Milgram et al. (1995), which spans all the way from an entirely real world to an
entirely virtual world. In this work, we will focus on only those environments that have at least some
amount of virtual content in them, i.e. Augmented Reality, Augmented Virtuality, and Virtual Reality.

Today, Mixed Reality environments have grown beyond research prototypes, to popular user
platforms with a growing ecosystem of applications, games, and media. A major problem in these
environments is the isolation of a user from their peers (Gugenheimer et al., 2017; Gugenheimer
et al., 2019). Users find it challenging to share, co-experience and collaborate in these environments,
especially if these were not programmed to be collaborative, or if peers use different types of
interfaces to access a Mixed Reality environment.
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These asymmetries induce a communication barrier between
the users. For example, most Mixed Reality systems today can
“mirror” the first-person view of the Mixed Reality user to an
external display (Figure 1A). But this only provides a partial view
of the larger Mixed Reality environment, and is hard to watch
because of its shaky nature. Thus, it is difficult for another user to
interact with the Mixed Reality user, solely using this video feed.

The canonical CSCW matrix, introduced by Johansen (1988)
has been used to categorize collaborative systems (Figure 2A).
However, it does not address nuances of collaboration that arise
in Mixed Reality spaces. The CSCW matrix considers only the
physical space for categorizing different interactions. This leaves
out critical details that are required for thinking about
interactions in Mixed Reality environments. Some examples of
interactions include (Figure 1A–C): 1) An artist who can see the
first-person video feed of a VR user, and teaches them how to
paint and sculpt in VR; 2) A spectator who talks to an AR user
(Headset-based) who interacts with virtual objects scattered over
a physical scene that the spectator cannot see; 3) A user in a
Mixed Reality environment interacting with another user who is
also in the same Mixed Reality virtual environment, but remotely
located in the physical world. Such communications are
asymmetric because the user in Mixed Reality environment
and other interacting users do not share the same display,
input capabilities or access to physical space. For example in
1) the VR user’s view is blocked by the headset so they cannot see
a co-located external user; in 1) and 2) the external users do not
have full visibility of the virtual scene. In 3), while both users can
see the virtual scene, they are not aware of each other’s physical

environments and their accompanying constraints onmovement.
We see that none of these examples have a meaningful place in
the CSCW matrix.

A naive solution to this would be to add more dimensions to
the CSCWmatrix. For instance, Virtual space can be added as an
additional dimension. However, there exists a major issue in that,
with such a 3D matrix representation, the common collaboration
scenarios would often straddle across multiple Octants.
Furthermore, the nature of these scenarios also vary based on
the differences in visual representation with which users perceive
these spaces, as well as differences in Interaction affordances
(Table 1). So a full accounting could lead up to a five-dimensional
matrix, which is unwieldy to think about, and reason using it as a
tool.

To avoid such complex formulations, we propose a simpler
modification to the matrix, to make it better suited to deal with
interactions that occur in Mixed Reality spaces (Figure 2B).
Specifically, we introduce the concept of an extended
collaborative space which we will abbreviate as xspace. An
xspace is the Mixed Reality space in the Milgram continuum
that is perceived by a user, containing associated information of
all objects, both physical and virtual, that are relevant to the
collaboration task at hand (for this and other important
definitions used throughout this paper, Table 1). We thus
replace the notion of a co-located or remote physical space
with that of an asymmetric or symmetric extended
collaborative space (xspace).

Asymmetry in xspaces occur because one user can not see and/
or interact with certain parts of a Mixed Reality environment in

FIGURE 1 | Three example scenarios that have nomeaningful place in the canonical CSCWmatrix (1) A user watching a video mirror of a co-located VR user. (2) an
AR user and another user who does not wear a headset, (3) two remotely located VR users who are part of the same virtual scene.

FIGURE 2 | (A) Canonical CSCW Matrix and (B) our matrix for extended collaborative spaces in Mixed Reality environments.
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the samemanner as another user would. Sometimes, a user has no
access to these parts. For instance, in example 2), the spectator has
no access to the virtual elements. However, in many other cases,
the visual representation in which users view the spaces are
different. This is seen in example 1), in which the external
artist sees the virtual environment through a 2D video feed,
whereas the VR user sees as well as operates in the same
environment in 3D.

In such scenarios, some users can carry out 3D operations in
a Mixed Reality environment, while others carry out 2D UI-
based operations on a screen. Some can view information in 3D,
while others only through 2D. Thus, in these asymmetric
xspaces, there exists an uneasy co-existence of different
combinations of 2D and 3D input and output
dimensionalities (Table 1) for a user.

In summary, it is important to note that asymmetry in xspaces
is a multi-faceted concept. This means that, users can belong to
asymmetrical xspaces due to any of four possible factors: 1) Users
have unequal access to the task relevant physical space 2) Users
have unequal access to the task relevant physical space to task
relevant virtual space 3) Difference in visual modality with which
the xspace is perceived by the users. 4) Difference in Interaction
affordance for the users.

We introduce Interactive Mixed-Dimensional Media to help
bridge that gap between users operating across asymmetrical
xspaces, using which users can switch back and forth between 2D
or 3D for perception of an xspace. For instance, through our
medium, one can view a space as a 2D video, but can also choose

to view it through various 3D representations such as a 3D
pointcloud (Figure 3A).

Similar to user perception discussed above, Interactive Mixed-
Dimensional media also allow changing between 2D and 3D
while providing input to an xspace. For example, when a user
annotates a 2D video of an xspace, they can choose to either
project these annotations as 3D into the corresponding 3D
location in the xspace, or be rendered as 2D over the video
feed itself (Figure 3B).

We formally define Interactive Mixed-Dimensional Media, as a
medium that can offer different visual representations as well as
associated interactions across and within display types.
Specifically, our interaction techniques give users control over
exploring the xspaces 1) spatially, 2) temporally and most
importantly to vary the 3) visual representation. In Table 1,
we summarize the key terminologies that are used across
this work.

In this paper, we synthesize lessons learned from three prior
system development projects in AR and VR in our group—Loki,
TutoriVR and TransceiVR by Thoravi Kumaravel et al. (2019a),
Thoravi Kumaravel et al. (2019b), Thoravi Kumaravel et al.
(2020)—into the novel framework of Interactive Mixed-
Dimensional Media. We show that the use of Interactive
Mixed-Dimensional Media mitigates negative effects of
asymmetry and aids with collaboration and communication, in
settings where full symmetry is not possible or not desirable.

We focus part of our work on Interactive-Mixed Dimensional
Media to enable collaboration and guidance for single-user and

TABLE 1 | Key terms and definitions used throughout this paper.

Term Definition

Extended collaborative space (xspace) The Mixed Reality space perceived by a user, containing all objects, both physical and virtual, that are relevant to the
collaboration task at hand

Interactive mixed-dimensional medium A medium that can offer different visual representations and associated interactions across and within display types
Display type Output hardware a user employs to view a Mixed Reality environment. E.g., VR headset, AR headset, 2D screen
Visual representation The way in which a data stream from a physical or virtual environment is captured and presented. E.g., 3D geometry, 3D

point cloud, Stereo video, 2D video, 2D image
Output dimensionality The number of dimensions inherent in a given spatial representation. E.g., 3D for point clouds, 2D for video
Input dimensionality The degrees of freedom (DOF) available for providing input. E.g., 2D on a touch screen vs. 3D using a VR controller

FIGURE 3 | (A) Interactive Mixed-Dimensional Media allow switching between different visual representations. (B) These media also allow changing dimension of
input and associated output, like annotations, across display types.
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closed-source Mixed Reality applications. One strategy to avoid
asymmetric interactions might be to rewrite all Mixed Reality
applications as collaborative, with shared xspaces that eliminate
or minimize asymmetries. Indeed, a rich line of prior research has
done so, across varying contexts (Fraser et al., 1999; Gugenheimer
et al., 2017; Nguyen et al., 2017; Gugenheimer et al., 2018;
Marwecki et al., 2018; Hartmann et al., 2019; Thoravi
Kumaravel et al., 2019a; Hartmann et al., 2020). However,
decades of desktop and mobile application development have
shown that many applications continue to be conceived as single-
user experiences, and that collaboration and guidance are
nevertheless necessary and common around these applications.
Collaborative use of single-user applications in conventional
computing environments is well established as a practice and
has been studied extensively, e.g. in “social learning”Murphy-Hill
et al. (2015), “occasional meetings” Izadi et al. (2003), pair
programming D’Angelo and Begel (2017), and game streaming
(Smith et al., 2013; Hamilton et al., 2014; Pires and Simon, 2015;
Lessel et al., 2017). Similarly, we are interested in how to mitigate
the drawbacks of asymmetric interactions for a wide variety of
Mixed Reality software, including applications that are written for
single users, and applications where source code is not available
for modification. This is a core aspect of two of our prior
systems—TutoriVR and TransceiVR (Thoravi Kumaravel
et al., 2019b; 2020) that we will discuss later in this work.

2 RELATED WORK

There exists four bodies of prior work that are closely related to
ours: Telepresence and guidance in physical tasks, collaboration
in virtual reality, retrofitting and guidance for computer software,
and mixed-modal tutorials and guidance.

2.1 Telepresence and Guidance for Physical
Tasks
There is diverse literature investigating guidance and remote
collaboration for physical tasks. Early work in the domain
focused on guidance through 2D video interfaces with
integrated annotations (Bauer et al., 1998; Baudisch et al.,
2001; Botden and Jakimowicz, 2009). Building on these, prior
work identified the value of collaboration using Mixed Reality
environments Botden et al. (2008) and proposed extensions such
as spatial annotations and tracked objects (Botden et al., 2008;
Anderson et al., 2013; Budrionis et al. 2013). Even earlier works
Ishii (1990); Ishii et al. (1994) identified that for seamless remote
collaboration, it is not sufficient to have only 2D annotations, but
it is also important to have access to both physical as well as
digital tools, awareness of gaze and gesture and a way to manage
the digital and physical workspaces. Many prior works have
shown the needs and benefits of access to multiple
perspectives of the remote collaborator (Ishii, 1990; Ishii and
Kobayashi, 1992; Fussell et al., 2003; Henderson and Feiner, 2007;
Ranjan et al., 2007; Fuchs et al., 2014).

Our idea of Interactive Mixed-Dimensional Media builds on
these works and findings wherein, it supports these rich

interactions, as well as provides us with a unified framework
to broadly think about systems that involve users, each of whom
perceives and interacts with the same data through different
visual representations and interaction affordances. In this work,
we discuss our prior research systems that augment existing
virtual reality systems. Specifically, these systems use data
similar to those in prior work: depth maps, color video feeds
and pose tracked actions. Then, we develop Interactive mixed-
dimensional media using these data, and use that to facilitate
collaboration in Mixed Reality environments. Our framework
allows for designing and understanding user interactions that
meaningfully translate across the different representations of
Mixed Reality environments.

2.2 Collaboration in Virtual Reality
Multi-user interaction and collaboration in VR has been a focus
for several decades (Snowdon et al., 2001; Ens et al., 2019), and
continues to be actively investigated. Many of these works,
enhance communication and collaboration, through reducing
the asymmetry present between the users. This is done either
by enabling users to co-habit the same virtual world, projection
mapping the virtual environment onto a real environment
(Bimber and Raskar, 2005; Benko et al., 2014); Gugenheimer
et al., 2017), or even compositing the real-world into a virtual
world (Hartmann et al., 2019; von Willich et al., 2019; Thoravi
Kumaravel and Wilson, 2022). In contrast, our work focuses on
mixed-dimensional media interactions that would not necessarily
replace the asymmetry and force all users to be in a Mixed Reality
environment, but rather enhance the asymmetric interactions
that are a core part of the existing workflows.

Similar to prior work in telepresence and guidance for physical
tasks, these systems have leveraged view sharing, object sharing
and annotations (Kunert et al., 2014; Nguyen et al., 2017;
Marwecki et al., 2018; Xia et al., 2018), use of multiple view
ports, tracked human pose data (Ponto et al., 2012), bridging
gestural references and actions across physical and virtual worlds
(Kunert et al. (2014); Thoravi Kumaravel et al., 2019a), and
recording and play-back of multi-user activity in Mixed
Reality environments (Greenhalgh et al., 2002). These works
demonstrate how effective collaboration can be supported if it
is designed into the core of each application. Such approaches
may lead to systems that are like “walled-gardens”; they make it
easy to collaborate when all the users also have those applications
installed. But otherwise, no collaboration is possible. However,
single-user applications are unlikely to be rebuilt for multi-user
purposes unless there are strong business needs (Cheng et al.
(2004)). We take inspirations from the interactions used in prior
work, but we re-think these interactions so as to retrofit them for
existing VR applications. This allowed us to synthesize
collaborative interactions that merge into the workflow of
existing applications that were designed to be single-user.

2.3 Retrofitting and Guidance for Computer
Softwares
Computer software for mixed reality applications can operate and
intervene at different levels. Broadly these levels can be
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categorized as Hardware, Operating System, Platform and
Application. Systems in prior work have operated at different
levels to achieve their desired functionality. These levels and some
select prior work that operate at two selected levels (Platform and
Application) are shown in Figure 4. At the Application level,
a system has access to the source code and can modify the
application source directly. Alternatively, some systems can
provide/use an API that is included within the VR
application. This can be used by external programs to
interact with the application’s source code. At the Platform
level, a system does not have access to the source code of the
application. Rather it can directly modify the source code of
the VR platform that is running the VR application.
Alternatively, it can leverage/create APIs for the platform
that can be used by external programs to exchange data and
control the platforms behavior.

Our implementation of Mixed-Dimensional Media interactions
for VR applications operates at the Platform API level. Thus, it
retrofits existing single-user VR applications with new
communication and collaborative features. Retrofitting frequently
uses a combination of available platform APIs underneath a closed
source application [e.g., using UI toolkit overloading (Eagan et al.,
2011) or accessibility APIs] and reverse engineering approaches to
extract information where APIs are unavailable. The value of
retrofitting and reverse engineering has been well established in
the HCI research community. As Cheng et al. (2004) write:
“Mission critical applications and legacy systems may be difficult
to revise and rebuild, and yet it is sometimes desirable to retrofit their
user interfaces with new collaborative features withoutmodifying and
recompiling the original code.” Computer vision-based reverse
engineering approaches have been used to enhance desktop
software with new interaction techniques (Dixon and Fogarty
2010), automate GUI tasks Dixon and Fogarty (2010), extract
reusable data from rendered information visualizations Savva et al.
(2011), and improve the usability of video tutorials (Pongnumkul
et al. 2011). Most commercial video conferencing tools today include
the ability for a remote party to control single user software on
someone else’s computer using screen sharing and input event
injection. Recent research works in VR systems (Zhao et al., 2019;
Hartmann et al., 2019; Thoravi Kumaravel et al., 2020; Thoravi
Kumaravel and Wilson, 2022) highlight the value of application-

independent compositing of information into VR.We build on these
retrofitting approaches with a focus on facilitating efficient
asymmetric communication in existing VR applications.

2.4 Mixed-Modal Tutorials and Guidance
Prior work explored the use of mixed-modal guidance, where
different types of media are employed to guide a user’s actions.
Recent examples of this include MixT Chi et al. 2012), where a
mix of video and text content are used to convey information;
ToolClips (Grossman and Fitzmaurice 2010) where contextual
video is used to guide actions in a software tool; ElectroTutor
(Warner et al., 2018) uses a combination of textual instruction,
interactive questions, and signals to generate tutorials on building
physical computing systems; and Torta (Mysore and Guo, 2017)
that uses a combination of screencast videos along with
underlying OS activity traces for generating mixed-media GUI
and command-line app tutorials. In our work, we employ
different types of media, but in contrast to prior work, we
operate with, and deliver media that spans across different
dimensions of visual modality.

3 ADAPTING THE CSCW MATRIX FOR
MIXED REALITY ENVIRONMENTS

The focus of this work is primarily about collaborative
interactions in Mixed Reality media and it is important to
understand how the interactions in a Mixed Reality medium
fit into the canonical CSCW matrix by Johansen (1988). The two
axes of this canonical CSCW matrix are: 1) Time/
Synchronicity—Does the interaction between the users need to
happen in real-time? 2) Space (Co-located/Remote)—Does the
interaction between the users happen in the same physical space?

3.1 The Canonical CSCW Matrix Cannot
Describe All Mixed Reality Collaborations
Through studying prior works as well as existing Mixed Reality
interactions, we realized that the matrix is not sufficient to
capture the nuances of the interactions that occur between the
different collaborating users in Mixed Reality environments. To
illustrate this, we list a few counterexamples where categorizing
interactions into the canonical CSCW matrix is not particularly
effective.

1. Co-located spectator of an AR user: Though the interaction
between the two users can be considered to be co-located and
synchronous, it is important to note that the spectator can not
see the virtual elements seen by the AR user.
2. Co-located spectator viewing mirror video feed of a VR user:
The two users are still co-located and synchronous. However,
the VR user cannot see the external world. While the spectator
as well as the VR user can see the virtual world, they do not
have the same Output and Input Dimensionality. i. e. the
spectator can only see the first-person view feed of the VR user,
and can only do so through a 2D video. Furthermore, they
have no interaction with the video.

FIGURE 4 | Different levels of intervention in the software stack for Mixed
Reality applications.
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3. Co-located VR users using different VR apps: Here, the
collaborating users are co-located and synchronous,
however they operate in different virtual worlds and
sometimes may even be completely unaware of the context
of actions of another user.
4. Social VR apps: Perhaps the most common of scenarios is
the realm of social VR apps. Here, the collaborating users
might be in remotely located physical spaces, but are in the
came co-located virtual space. Moreover, they may all be
seeing the virtual world in 3D or be participating through a
2D web interface.
5. Mixed-Reality Telepresence: Collaborative interactions in
Mixed-Reality environments is a well-studied topic in the
literature. Here, a multitude of interactions may not fit the
conventional CSCWmatrix. Consider Loki, in case of a remote
guidance task carried out by two users, A help-seeker user
(learner) wears an AR headset, whereas a remote expert wears
a VR headset. Though they are located remotely, both of them
view the same physical environment of the help-seeker in 3D.
While the help-seeker views it directly through lenses of the
AR headset, the remote expert views a live 3D reconstruction
of the same.

Prior work (Kunert et al., 2014; Gugenheimer et al., 2017,
Cheng et al., 2017; Gugenheimer et al., 2018, Hartmann et al.,
2019, Thoravi Kumaravel et al., 2019a,Thoravi Kumaravel et al.,
2019b; Hartmann et al., 2020; Thoravi Kumaravel et al., 2020;
Wang et al., 2020) have built multi-user systems and interactions,
that fit one or more the above listed examples, allows for
collaboration and communication between users in Mixed
Reality environments. However, these systems do not have a
meaningful place in the canonical CSCW matrix.

3.2 Extended Collaborative Space
To address the shortcomings of the canonical CSCW matrix
towards modelling interactions in Mixed Reality environments,
in this work, we propose a modified CSCW matrix for Mixed
Reality environments. We redefine the notion of a space from a
“Physical Space” to an Extended Collaborative Space, abbreviated
as xspace. We define xspace as the Mixed Reality space in the
Milgram continuum that is perceived by a user, containing
associated information of all objects, both physical and virtual,
that are relevant to the collaboration task.

3.2.1 Task Relevancy of Xspaces
To design successful interactions, it is important to note that the
xspace varies with the collaborative task at hand. In an
Augmented Reality Space where the virtual elements actively
interact with the physical world (e. g. a virtual pet jumping on a
couch), all the virtual elements as well as the physical elements
constitutes its xspace. In a VR activity where the user works only
with virtual objects, the xspace consists of the virtual environment
only. In the same VR activity, however, if the VR user has to
interact with some elements of their physical surroundings too
[e.g. works by Cheng et al. (2017); Gugenheimer et al. (2018)],
then those elements are also part of the VR user’s xspace.

3.2.2 Visual Representations of Xspaces
The collaborating users may each experience and interact with a
given xspace through a different modality (s), that act as a lens to
the xspace. For instance, in a mixed reality telepresence system,
one may see another user’s xspace, directly through their own
eyes. However, if the other user is located in a physically remote
place, then they may see the xspace through a live 2D video
(Figure 8E), a live 3D reconstruction (Figure 8B). They may also
see it through a combination of both, such as in Hologlyphs in
Loki. In contrast, the local user may see the same xspace by
viewing the physical world directly through their eyes (or video
see-through), and possibly any other virtual objects on top of
them rendered through an AR device. These modalities for
perceiving xspaces, can be broad in terms of other sensory
characterizations such as haptic, auditory, visual. However, in
this work we will focus only on the Visual modality which is the
dominant one in current Mixed Reality environments. In this
work, we explore the different visual representations of the visual
modality, e.g., Reconstructed 3D point clouds, 3D interactions,
stereo video, regular 2D video. These are illustrated in Figure 8.

3.2.3 What Makes Xspaces Asymmetrical Across
Users?
The interaction between users who occupy xspaces can be
classified as symmetrical or asymmetrical. We identify four
elements, which if different (or absent for a user) between the
two users, can lead to asymmetry. Later, in this paper, we have
tabulated the nature of asymmetry for our prior works that we
discuss (Figures 14, 15, 17).

• Task-relevant aspects of Virtual parts of the xspace
• Task-relevant aspects of the Physical parts of the xspace
• Visual-representation used to perceive the physical/virtual
parts of the xspace

• Interaction Affordance of physical/virtual parts of the
xspace

Empowered by this notion of xspace, we can now categorize
prior works based on the baseline mixed-reality scenarios in
which they try to address collaboration issues in. This is shown in
Figure 5. Typically these prior works try and bridge the
asymmetry across the xspaces that users operate in. A few
selected ones are tabulated in Figure 6.

FIGURE 5 | Baseline scenarios that prior works from our group as well
as others, seek to address collaboration issues in.
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While the physical space and time aspects of collaborative
interactions have been studied in the CSCW literature,
interactions between users spanning different xspaces, using
different modalities have been studied to a lesser extent. In
our work, we demonstrate that, systems that deploy Interactive
Mixed-dimensional Media techniques, allow for effective
collaboration between users of Mixed Reality environments.
These users might span multiple sectors of this new CSCW
matrix, i.e. across different xspaces and synchronicity. Our
proposed Interactive Mixed-Dimensional Media techniques
allow for efficient communication of information and
collaboration across these sectors.

To enable this, in our work, we are going to make assumptions
about what kind of data is available about an xspace in order to
characterize it. Interactive mixed-dimensional media that we
have used in our works involve capturing four specific types of
data: 1) RGB video frames, 2) Corresponding depth data, 3)
Tracked Camera, and 4) Position tracked input actions by the
user in the xspace. These are illustrated in Figure 7.

4 INTERACTIVE MIXED-DIMENSIONAL
MEDIA

We define Interactive Mixed-Dimensional Media as a medium
that has components of varying visual dimensional
representation. Different representations can be chosen
automatically, based on context, or through associated
interaction techniques that give users control, over exploring
spatial, temporal, and dimensional levels of detail. It ensures that
any information or interaction makes sense across different
dimensions, interfaces and spaces.

An Interactive Mixed-Dimensional medium allows for
presenting an xspace in various visual representations—3D
point cloud, Reconstructed using abstract 3D graphics, Stereo
video and 2D video. Some of these are illustrated in Figure 8.
We have used different combinations of these representations
in our works. For instance, an xspace can be presented as a 2D
video, 360 videos, as a stereoscopic video, as a 3D point cloud,
as an abstract 3D representation etc,. It may also be presented

FIGURE 6 | Sources of xspace asymmetry addressed by select by systems in select prior works.

FIGURE 7 | Analogous data captured in virtual and physical worlds. (Left) In VR, VR scene image corresponding depth texture, pose of VR HMD (camera) as well as
the VR user’s input pose and actions are captured. (Right) In physical world, besides the scene image, depth data, tracked pose of the depth camera as well as their
actions (through skeletal tracking) are captured.
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as a collage of the above forms, providing users with
alternative sources of information to better perceive the
underlying data, that is at the root of all these
representations. For instance, In Loki (Figure 9), a collage

of live 2D videos and point clouds is used to present
instructional information.

A key property of Interactive Mixed-Dimensional Media is
that Interactions made over one representation of the xspace, can

FIGURE 8 | Examples of a few possible visual representations of xspaces that are used in prior work. (A) Original, (B) 3D point cloud, (C) Reconstructed 3D
interactions, (D) Stereo video, (E) 2D video, and (F) 360° video.

FIGURE 9 | Role of Interactive Mixed Dimensional Media in enhancing learning of VR tasks from 2D videos.

FIGURE 10 | (A) 2D Video suppresses depth information (B) Stereo video preserves the relative depth scene.
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be made to translate to other representations and instances of the
same xspace, in the different forms. For instance, in TransceiVR,
annotations made over a 2D video feed (Figure 10A), can either
be projected to the 3D space (Figure 10B) in a meaningful
manner, or can be shared as such in a 2D format if required.
Depending on the context, either one of the interactions might be
useful. While 3D projected annotations, can be of use for referring
to objects in the VR environment, sometimes annotations
projected directly in the 3D environment may not make sense.
For instance, in Figure 11 where the annotations made over a
video frame are used for shared discussions. This analogous to the
interactions that happen with desktop screen-sharing tools today.

In our work, we implemented and studied interactions that
enable three specific kinds of exploration of the underlying xspace
in an Interactive Mixed-Dimensional Medium.

Perspective exploration: Allows a user to get different
perspectives of the xspace.

Temporal exploration: Allows a user to navigate across and
interact with the historical trace of the xspace.

Dimensional-detail exploration: Allows a user to explore and
enhance different dimensions of the underlying xspace. This is
similar to the level-of-detail (LOD) effects in computer graphics
(Neider et al., 1993), in which one provides different
representations of a single artifact each with a different level
of complexity. In this work, we use a similar analogy to the
context of the dimensional representation.

In the following sections we review how prior systems built in
our research group use the time/xspace matrix to analyze issues in
collaborations when using different Mixed-Reality environments.
We will then see how mixed-dimensional media can be used to
address those. Broadly, we will use the following higher-level
methodology for designing collaborative interactions for mixed-
reality environments. First, we seek to identify the fundamental
factors that cause issues in collaboration, and we do that through
a series of steps that leverage our extended CSCW matrix.

Step 1: Identify the extended (xspace) for the collaboration
task. The xspace is defined as the mixed-reality space perceived by
a user, containing those physical as well as virtual objects, that are
relevant to the collaboration task at hand. Sometimes, it may
seem that a task may seem to have more than one xspace. But in
our experience, such a task can usually be broken down to smaller
sub-task tasks that each have a single xspace.

Step 2: Identify how each user perceives and interacts with the
xspace with the interface that they use in the baseline scenario.
Use that to determine which quadrant of the CSCW matrix they
fall into.

Step 3: If they fall into either of the asymmetric quadrants,
identify the potential sources of asymmetry as one or more of the
four factors defined above [i.e. 1) Access to task relevant physical
space, 2) Access to task relevant virtual space, 3) Difference in
visual modality with which the xspace is perceived by the users, 4)
Difference in Interaction affordance for the users.]

Step 4: For the specific task, gauge the impact of each
asymmetry on collaboration efficiency between the users.

Once these asymmetries are identified and prioritized, the next
step is to design and develop interfaces to mitigate the key
asymmetries of concern. This can be any interface, but in our
work, we propose interactive mixed-dimensional media as a
candidate for solving collaboration issues that arise due to
such asymmetry in xspaces. These media have a set of
common interaction techniques and patterns that facilitate
perspective, temporal and dimensional-detail exploration.
These techniques happen to be well suited to broadly mitigate
the various asymmetries that we identified through our extended
CSCW matrix.

5 TUTORIVR—ENHANCING 2D VIDEO
CAPTURES OF VR ENVIRONMENTS WITH
3D INFORMATION
TutoriVR focuses on asynchronous instruction of design
activities carried out in VR, specifically Virtual Reality
painting. VR painting is a form of 3D-painting done in a
VR space. Most users learn the activity through 2D-videos
posted by an instructor on the internet. Even though the

FIGURE 11 | Themain panel of the TutoriVR system. Up (V): Video player
interface; Down (P): The Perspective thumbnail view which reconstructs in 3D,
interactions in the corresponding video; V.4 toggles the stereo mode.
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instructor as well as the learner operate in a VR environment,
this is an example of an asymmetric xspace interaction. This is
because the relevant parts of the instruction task here are
present in the instructor’s virtual environment. While, the
instructor sees these parts in 3D through a VR headset, the
learner sees these only through the visual representation of a
first-person view, 2D video.

Formative studies were carried out, in which participants
learnt VR painting from 2D videos, that were produced by
expert artists. We realized that these videos by themselves fail
in delivering crucial details that are required by a learner to
understand actions in a VR space. We found that users had major
issues in three aspects—1) Depth Judgement, 2) VR Interaction
Understanding and 3) Missing out on instructions when
following alongside. To address these, TutoriVR deploys
interactive Mixed Dimensional Media to enhance this
asynchronous learning from 2D video-based Tutorials. Each
issue is addressed by what we termed a VR-embedded widget.
These widgets are interfaces that TutoriVR overlays and embeds
inside any existing VR application.

First issue is that of depth judgement. It is hard for users to
instantly perceive depth from a 2D video. This happens because
the video suppresses, and flattens the z-dimensional depth
information in the scene. The user has to rely on other depth
cues like occlusion, lighting etc, and these may not be readily
present in the screen-captures of a VR-design application. For
instance, consider here, video showing an instructor painting a
VR sculpture. It was hard for users to quickly figure out the
relative depth of the different elements in the scene, e.g. How far is
the VR controller from the different parts of the sculpture? The
regular 2D video here degrades the z-dimensional depth
information in the scene (Figure 12A).

To enhance the learner’s perception of the z-dimensional
perception of the instructor’s xspace, TutoriVR allows a
learner to view the video in stereo (Figure 12B), through a
toggle in the UI (Figure 13–V.4). To do this, TutoriVR’s
capture application, while recording the instruction, records
the feed rendered to each of the eyes of the instructor. Note
that, this stereo rendering is a strong depth cue for the instructor
themselves in their own VR environment. During playback, the

FIGURE 12 | (A): Annotations made over a 2D video for referring to an object in the VR space; (B): Corresponding annotations projected to the right 3D position in
the VR space.

FIGURE 13 | Role of Interactive Mixed Dimensional Media in facilitating live communication between a user operating a 2D UI and VR user.
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learner can choose to view the captured video in stereo, in which
the captured video feed of the instructor’s left eye is rendered to
the learner’s left eye. The same is done for the right eye. The
rendering is corrected for the IPD of the learner’s HMD and the
principle of operation is similar to that of a 3D TV. In this way,
TutoriVR implicitly provides access to the depth of the scene
without a source code access to the original VR application of the
instructor.

This stereo-capable video widget is an example of a Mixed-
dimensional medium, that allows for dimensional-detail
exploration of a user’s xspace.

Second set of issues that were identified broadly relate to
difficulties in understanding the instructor’s interactions in the
VR environment. These issues can be further sub-categorized by
the source of difficulties—1) Perspective of the video capture, 2)
Complex Hand Motions by the instructor, 3) Rich Input space of
VR controllers and 4) Visibility of Controllers. These are
described in detail in TutoriVR (Thoravi Kumaravel et al.,
2019b).

To solve these issues, TutoriVR uses another mixed
dimensional medium, the perspective thumbnail widget
(Figure 13-P). This is placed directly below the video player
and it provides perspective, temporal as well as dimensional-
detail exploration of actions carried out by the VR instructor in
their xspace. It renders in 3D, a separate set of VR controllers that
mimics all the actions carried out by the VR instructor in the
video capture. So, whenever a button is pressed in the video, the
corresponding buttons on these virtual controllers light up. It is
like a fish tank, with walls, and 3D strokes being performed in it as
they begin to appear in the video. It offers alternate visual
representations that provides additional dimensional-details of
these stroke motions. These details are absent in its video
counterpart.

This medium visualizes the motion trails of the controller
during stroke creation. These fade out gradually, giving users
enough time to absorb the information. Furthermore, when
the video is paused, the medium renders the entire stroke that
is currently being drawn in the video. The users can then pan
and zoom (Figure 13-P.1–3) to view the stroke independently
from different perspectives. This medium enables seeing an
isolated and static visual of an ephemeral, dynamic action.
They can then resume playing to see the creation from that
chosen perspective. This allows for focus-context exploration
of such spatio-temporal actions. Upon pausing the video, the
medium provides a focused information of the stroke being
drawn. It removes other spatial elements in it, as well as draws
out the stroke across all time. In contrast the video in the video
player provides the context for this stroke.

The medium also solves the issue of understanding spatial
motions from the shaky first person video feeds. This is because
the walls and grid lines rendered in the medium provide
important pictorial and perspective depth cues. These cues
may not be there in the original VR environment that the VR
instructor operates in. The rendering also offers an effectively
increased field of view compared to the video, and stabilizes it by
suppressing the noisy and drastic head movements present in the
First-person video recording. All these collectively aid in

enhancing the learner’s understanding of the motion of the
VR controllers with reference to the instructor’s environment.

We had evaluated the TutoriVR system with an exploratory
user study, where we compared it with the video player (with 2D
video) only baseline condition (Figure 13-P). We designed two
tutorial tasks in VR. Participants were asked to watch a tutorial
video in VR and were required to replicate the final results in the
video as quickly and as accurately as possible. With the presence
of TutoriVR, participants achieved significantly more critical
steps of the process when using our system compared to the
baseline system.

On average across the tasks, users were able to complete 49.2%
of instructional steps that involved intricate 3D strokes, 55.4%
involved relative 3D depth, and 63.8% of 6DOF controller
interactions, in comparison to the baseline condition where
the corresponding numbers were 28.3, 31.7, and 41.3%
respectively. Qualitative evidence backed this up. Out of 10
participants, eight users felt the Stereo Mode and the
Perspective Thumbnail widget helped them in the tasks. Stereo
Mode helped users in getting better task awareness and assessing
relative 3D structure and depth of the painting. Perspective
Thumbnail helped users understand intricate 3D shapes and/
or controller interactions. More details of this study can be found
in the full paper of TutoriVR.

In summary, the mixed-dimensional medium and interactions
here, highlights the relevant virtual parts of the instructor’s xspace
that is important for the instruction task, and provides interactions
to facilitate its spatial, temporal as well as dimensional-detail
exploration. These are summarized in Figure 14.

6 TRANSCEIVR—TRANSLATING 2D UI
INTERACTIONS OVER TO A 3D MIXED
REALITY ENVIRONMENT
In contrast to TutoriVR, the TransceiVR system focuses on
synchronous collaboration, where one user is present in VR,
while another user is co-located but outside of VR. Such
situations are commonplace in collaboration and review on
technical projects, showcasing and teaching VR applications in
public venues, as well as to friends, and instruction of VR
activities.

The collaboration involves carrying out actions with virtual
entities in the VR space. The user outside VR, also referred to as
an external user, often has access to a live 2D video-feed of what
the VR user sees. Despite whether the external user is physically
co-located or remote, such an interaction is an example of one
where the users are in asymmetric xspaces. This is because both
users see the virtual space with different visual representations
and interaction affordance. This is described in Figure 15.

Our prior work, TransceiVR proposes a novel mixed
dimensional medium that aims to bridge this asymmetry of
xspaces in live communication between a VR user and an
external user who may or may not be physically co-located. In
TransceiVR, formative interviews were carried out with experts
who carry out such interactions regularly. It was seen that the
current status quo for communication with a VR user, is the VR
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mirror that shows the live 2D video feed of what the VR user is
doing. Broadly, there were two main problems with interactions
using this feed.

First was due to the shaky first person feed that is being
observed by the external user. A number of problems arise due to
this—since the mirror shows the VR user’s view, the object being
referred to is only visible when the VR user is fixating on it. It may
not be visible long enough to be seen by the external user if the VR
user accidentally looks in another direction. Worse, if external
users were co-located, the VR user may instinctively respond to
verbal comments, occasionally turning towards them, thereby
changing views much more frequently.

In general, frequent headmotion changes by the VR user cause
two main problems: 1) They affect the ability to easily reference
things in the environment, and 2) The external user looses their
view of an object of interest they wish to inspect. To solve this
problem, an external user may request the VR user position their
head to look stably at the desired object, so they can discuss it.
Though this is inconvenient, due to lack of alternatives, this is
currently being used in scenarios involving joint review in
domains such as medicine, architecture, art, and film, where
both users need to pay closer attention to details in the relevant
parts of the VR scene.

Second set of issues were broadly about the difficulties relating
to talking about VR scene elements of differing types—1)
transient elements, 2) Elements that cannot be verbally
described, 3) Gestural Elements, 4) Directional and Attentional
elements.

To solve these issues, TransceiVR augments existing VR
applications with an interactive mixed dimensional medium.
This medium builds over existing live 2D video mirror, but
also provides the ability for the external user to do three
actions with the 2D video frames—1) freeze the live frame,
navigate these frames 2) temporally, as well as 3) spatially.
The freeze action and temporal navigation are analogous to

pausing and seeking in videos. The spatial navigation allows
the external user to view the last seen frames along different
directions in the VR. It enables the external users to observe the
VR environment surrounding the VR user.

With TransceiVR, the external users can not only view the
video frames that are spread out across time and space, but they
can also interact with them through making annotations over
them or by sharing them with the VR user. The medium here
allows users to specify the output dimensionality of the
annotations, either to be 1) Projected directly into the 3D VR
space (Figures 10A, B-L,R), or 2) as 2D sketches over the video
frame, which can then be shared with the VR user as an annotated
image (Figures 11A, B). Each of these choices have their own
advantages. The direct 3D projection can be useful for quick and
easy referencing of objects in the VR scene. When the VR user is
not looking at the right part of the scene, they are guided to it
through 3D arrows and spatial audio cues. The annotated image,
on other hand, can be used for more detailed discussion,
especially about virtual objects that maybe non-existent or
dynamic in the VR scene.

Besides annotations and video frame sharing, the medium also
features a 2D UI-based controller panel, through which the
external users can refer to and indicate button actions on the
VR controllers which are always in motion. Whenever, the
external user presses a button on the controller panel, the
medium highlights to the VR user, the corresponding button
on the controller.

We evaluated Mixed Dimensional media interactions in
TransceiVR through a co-located user study. Our goal was to
investigate if these interactions can aid users in a scenario where
an external user is guiding a VR user, and with an application that
was only designed for single-user usage. We compared
TransceiVR to the baseline condition—standard VR mirror,
through metrics—task success, the task completion time, error
rate, and other subjective metrics. With TransceiVR, user pairs

FIGURE 14 | (A): Annotations made over a shared video frame for the purpose of discussion; (B): The shared video frame, along with the embedded 2D
annotations.
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were able to complete tasks faster, with better performance and
had a better rate of completing the tasks. All these were
statistically significant. When asked to rate the overall
experience, eighteen out of twenty of our participants agreed
that TransceiVR made the communication easy and efficient.
Participants rated (on a 5-point Likert scale the usefulness, higher
the better), of individual components of TransceiVR. The highest
scoring component were 1) the ability of the medium to perform
2D to 3D projection of annotations, followed by 2) sharing Screen
(Median = 4) with embedded 2D annotations. More details of this
study can be found in the full paper of TransceiVR.

In summary, during a live interaction, the mixed dimensional
medium allows an external user to better perceive the VR user’s
virtual environment. It also meaningfully translates the external
user’s interactions across dimensions, from a 2D video to the 3D
space of the VR user. These are summarized in Figure 15.

Post-TransceiVR, we realized that some types of conversation
that were still hard. These conversations typically involved
information that need to be shown through objects part of the
physical environment of external user, e.g. gestural information,
reference objects etc,. Now the external user’s xspace of the
interaction not only involves the Virtual environment, but also
the physical environment of the external user, because it has
details relevant to the collaboration task at hand. To facilitate this,
we later added an ability for the external user, to stream live web-
camera feed of themselves into the scene of VR user.

7 LOKI—BI-DIRECTIONAL
SYNCHRONISATION OF INTERACTIONS
ACROSS DIFFERENT XSPACES
The third work, Loki is a Mixed Reality system for facilitating
remote instruction of physical tasks using symmetric and two-
way mixed reality telepresence. Just like in collaboration over
tasks in 3D virtual environments, video-only approach may not
be sufficient for physical tasks. Loki leverages video, audio and
spatial capture along with mixed-reality presentation methods to
allow users to explore and annotate the local and remote
environments, and record and review their own performance
as well as their peer’s. In contrast to TutoriVR and TransceiVR,

the mode of collaboration here can be synchronous as well as
asynchronous.

Loki seems different from works such as TutoriVR or
TransceiVR, in that it does not focus on virtual tasks, and that
the both users use a Mixed Reality interface. However, it still
suffers from similar issues in scenarios where users work on a
virtual task in an entirely virtual Mixed Reality environment. 1)
Asymmetry exists here, wherein the users are present and
perceive different physical spaces that they work on. 2) The
task is a physical task, and the closed-source nature is
embodied in the physical environment itself. Users
manipulate, and work over existing tools and objects in their
physical environments. With Loki, these are not modified
(additionally instrumented with sensors/trackers) for the
specific purpose of collaboration, just like how VR softwares
are not modified for the purpose of collaboration. Depth cameras,
and VR trackers capture the users actions and the physical
environment in a non-intrusive manner. In contrast, an
alternate approach would require embedding within the
different objects of the environment, sensors that can be used
to track or even actuate any changes to them. This is analogous to
“source-code” access solutions in VR, and there is a vast literature
of works that takes an IoT sensing and actuation approach to
facilitate remote collaboration.

The primary mixed dimensional medium deployed in Loki
is the Hologlyph. It contains a point cloud representation and
a 2D video of both users. This allows for dimensional detail
exploration. Depending upon the nature of what the user
seeks, they may choose to view one form over the other, or
both (Figure 9). This may also facilitate focus-context
exploration, For instance, for a fine-grained task, the point
cloud can give the context, while the video provides a focused
information. For inherently spatial tasks, video can provide
the context, and point cloud provides the focused
information.

Naturally, hologlyphs allow for spatial exploration, through
providing users, with the ability to position, scale and navigate
their partners space and gain different perspectives. They can
do this in AR too, where they can also see their own space as
well as in VR, where they can focus only on their partner’s
space. This provides the means to a user to navigate to the

FIGURE 15 | Different visual representations of xspace in Loki.
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specific xspace of interest, which varies depending upon the
goals of the collaboration—e.g. giving/receiving instruction,
discussion etc,. Besides the point clouds, either of the users can
also toggle between video views provided by underlying data.
This offers an alternative means of spatial exploration, in the
video data.

Hologlyphs also allow for temporal exploration, in which user
can record data of any environment. This can be played-back in
absence of the other user, leading to an asynchronous mode of
collaboration. Users can browse this recorded data in a shared VR
space, leading to a synchronous collaboration over the
recorded data.

One can either view the Hologlyph of a specific physical
environment, from a bird’s eye perspective, or also “jump in”
to these to see it VR on a 1:1 scale. They acquire an embodied
virtual presence in that physical environment. They can move
around in it, and interact with them through annotations. In case

of a live Hologlyph, the spatial presence of a user immersed in a
Hologlyph, as well as their annotations are translated and
rendered in a meaningful manner into the corresponding
physical space. This can be seen in Figure 16, where the
annotations made over a point cloud of a space are also
rendered and viewable through AR in the corresponding
physical space. Similar transformation is applied to indicate
the spatial presence of a user, where they are represented as
abstract avatars. Figure 16. Thus, Hologlyphs enable users to
flexibly, transition and customize the xspaces that a user wants to
view, and also the visual representation they want to view it
through (e.g. video, reconstructed point cloud).

We evaluated Loki, through a qualitative evaluation in which
participants used the system to learn hot-wire foam carving from
a remote instructor.

Participants varied in the way they used the different visual
representations provided by Loki. Some liked to keep the 3D

FIGURE 16 | (A) A learner co-habits the 3D point cloud representation of a remote instructor and performs annotations; (B) The annotation as well as the learner
rendered as a 3D avatar (in AR) in the corresponding position in the instructor’s space.

FIGURE 17 | Role of Interactive Mixed Dimensional Media in facilitating Mixed Reality telepresence for instruction of physical tasks.
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point cloud small and kept it on the side as a reference material,
while others preferred it in 1:1 scale directly opposite or beside
them. They reasoned about the trade-offs between the point
clouds and the videos; “the point cloud was good because if I
miss something in real time, I could just turn around and see a
slightly different perspective. . . and if you’re in a video, you don’t
want to switch between perspectives, toggle between several
videos just to find the right one.”; as well as how those trade-
offs affect the usage of other features like annotations and
collaborative playback review; P5: “point cloud has benefit,
you get more 3D perception. . . you can annotate it in context
of the 3D scene.”

We found that participants appreciated Loki’s unified
workflow, to allow for exploration of the different visual
representations such as videos, 3D models and point clouds as
well as the different interaction affordances such as annotations,
collaborative review and playback. Participants found it easy to
access these affordances and explore the different visual
representations. Most of them also felt that the system helped
them engage better with their partners in the one-on-one learning
setting of the study and made the learning process enjoyable.

Loki provides an information-rich mixed dimensional medium
that leverages 3D point clouds, 3D avatars, videos, annotations
amongst others, that helps connect people as they teach and learn
real-world tasks. Asymmetric xspaces in Loki, and the value of
bridging these are summarized in Figure 17.

8 REFLECTIONS ONMIXED-DIMENSIONAL
MEDIA INTERACTIONS

From our experience working on these projects, we now reflect on
key strengths and challenges of mixed-dimensional media.

8.1 Strengths of Mixed-Dimensional Media
We note three key strengths specific to mixed-dimensional media
interactions, that are valuable for guidance and collaboration in
Mixed Reality environments: 1) Dimensional Exploration, 2)
Inter-dimensional translation, 3) xspace Mutual awareness.

8.1.1 Dimensional Exploration
Mixed-dimensional media interactions, allows a user to vary and
explore the different dimensions through the different visual
representations of the underlying data. Each representation has
its merits. Today, 2D videos are popularly understood, and a
well supported visual representation to scalably store, transmit
and exchange information. Almost any media device today
supports recording and playback of video-based information.
Hence, it is inevitable to avoid their usage. However, in the
context of conveying information about a Mixed Reality space,
they suffer from numerous issues such as shaky first-person
view feeds, information occlusion, lack of depth information,
lack of ambient spatial awareness and the inability to transition
to alternate perspectives. In our works, we have explored other
visual representations beyond 2D video that solve some of these
issues: alternate scene view ports, stereo 3D videos,
reconstructed 3D interactions of a user and 3D point cloud

reconstructions of a scene. These representations allow for
communication of information that maybe ambiguous in a
2D video only format.

In TutoriVR, we have a recorded video of an instructor
performing activities in VR. There is a lot of 3D interaction
that the instructor performs in the VR space, as well as 3D
information that is present in the scene. Some of these
information is lost when converted to a 2D video. For a
learner in VR, TutoriVR uses Stereo 3D to enhance the depth
information in regular 2D video captures. It also reconstructs
in 3D, the key user gestures and their interactions with their
VR controller. During the reconstruction, it adds
stabilization to the VR user’s movements, and leaves out
any other occluding and unnecessary objects that maybe
present in the original video.

In TransceiVR, we have one user in VR who is capable of 3D
perception and interaction. The other user is external to VR,
operating a 2D UI, and is not easily capable of 3D perception or
interaction. During a live interaction, TransceiVR allows an
external user to independently take alternate view ports into
the scene, and interact with them. External users can choose to
perform annotations in a 2D format, or a 3D format.

And Finally, Loki allows a user to view multiple 2D video
feeds, as well as a 3D point cloud reconstruction of another
user’s space. Users can freely explore the 3D point cloud at
different scales. They can miniaturize it and get a bird’s eye
perspective, as well as “jump” into it, and experience it on a full
first-person scale (1:1). Coupled with dimensional exploration,
spatial and temporal exploration are also valuable in all these
scenarios. But the latter two have been well studied in prior
works, and are not specific to Mixed Reality environments.

8.1.2 Inter-Dimensional Translation
We have different visual representations of an xspace, and a user
may be operating on any of the representations. It then becomes
important to ensure that any interaction carried out over a
specific visual representation is translated in a meaningful
manner to other visual representations.

In TutoriVR, key information relevant to the VR activity is
recorded through stereo captures and logging the VR HMD and
controller poses. This is used to render meaningful, and valuable
visual representations for the learner—stereo 3D, reconstructed
3D interactions and 2D video. Since, this is an asynchronous and
uni-directional communication, translation is required only from
the VR instructor to the VR learner, and not the other way.

In case of TransceiVR and Loki, this is not the case. They
involve synchronous and bi-directional communication between
two users. Annotations made in TransceiVR, when in 3D format
needs to projected into the correct 3D location in the VR scene.
Alternatively, 2D annotations over specific frames, need to be
rendered as a shared screen in the VR scene.

Similarly in Loki, annotations made over a virtual 3D point
cloud representation of a space is translated and rendered at the
right position, when the corresponding space is viewed through
AR. This is also the case for user presence in a space. If a user is
viewing the point cloud of a space from a specific viewpoint, then
they are rendered as a virtual avatar in the AR view of the space.
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8.1.3 Mutual Awareness
Mixed-dimensional media is valuable in facilitating communication
and guidance between users operating across asymmetric xspaces. In
all our works, users operated in asymmetric xspaces, and we found
that due to this, it is important to always provide an ambient
awareness of activities carried out by another user. In TutoriVR,
this is provided by an awareness widget that anchors the instructor’s
tutorial video to the FOV of a user as they wander in their own
xspace. In Loki, this was provided by miniaturized Hologlyphs that
always showed the live feed of the other user’s xspace. In TransceiVR,
when the external user is not primarily viewing the live feed of the
VR user, such as when that share and annotate screens, then live
view of the VR user is shown through an inset overlaid over the
shared screen (Figure 11B). These mutual awareness mechanisms,
while not core to mixed-dimensional media interactions, are
however essential when users operate across asymmetric xspaces.

8.2 Challenges toMixed-Dimensional Media
8.2.1 Access to Calibrated 3D Data and Multiple
Camera Viewports
A major challenge to facilitating Mixed Dimensional media
interactions is a streamlined way to access the 3D information in a
virtual or physical environments. Physical environments are required
to be instrumented with depth cameras such as Kinect, iPhone depth
cameras. To acquire multiple view ports into the scene, one may need
to installmore than one cameras, and these need to be calibrated to get
spatially synchronised 3D meshes. In virtual environments, there are
currently no straightforward and universally accepted mechanisms to
get depth information fromaVR scene, or to spawn spectator cameras
at arbitrary locations in the scene.

Beside access to the depth data, another concern is in
obtaining a noise-free 3D reconstruction. Today, most depth-
based reconstructions suffer from the issue of depth shadows and
noise. Hence, there is a need for high precision depth data and
algorithmic techniques that could improve the quality of
reconstructions.

8.2.2 Sensing Human Activity
When users operate across asymmetric xspaces, we see that it is
important to keep track of user’s actions, so that they can be
communicated to other users. In our works, for activities
carried out in a virtual space, we leveraged the HMD and
hand pose tracking that is available through today’s VR
systems. However, this misses out on the nuances face and
body expressions and poses. For activities carried out in a
physical space, we use the Kinect’s 3D point cloud as a proxy.
This however suffers from noise, depth shadows and
occlusions. Solutions such as full-body tracking suit can go
a long way in capturing data on human activity, but these are
also inconvenient and expensive. Recent works that explore
tracking and reconstruction of human activities through RGB
cameras Cao et al. (2019); Ma et al. (2021) would prove to be
valuable to the future of Mixed Dimensional Media interfaces.

8.2.3 Information Density vs. Cognitive Load
When interacting with mixed-dimensional media, a user tends
access to much more information and UI when compared to
just a video, i. e different dimensional representations of a data
and its associated UI to browse through and interact with
them. When not designed correctly, the UI for these could
bloat easily, hamper the user experience. Depending upon the
nature of the collaboration task, one needs to carefully balance
the trade-off between the density of information presented to
the users, and the cognitive load required to perceive and
interact with them. This balancing is usually done through
identifying the minimum information required for
accomplishing the goals of a collaboration task, and then
designing the media interactions around that.

8.2.4 Will There Be Asymmetric Xspaces in the
Metaverse Future?
Mixed-dimensional media interactions help bridge the gap in
guidance and collaboration across asymmetric xspaces. With
emergence of online virtual space such as Horizon
Workrooms, Mozilla Hubs, one may speculate a Metaverse
future, where there is no asymmetry; in which every one uses
Mixed Reality displays, operates in virtual worlds, does
virtual tasks and views all information in 3D. We believe
that such a future is not possible. There will always be tasks
that will be carried out in the physical world, where one may
need to collaborate with users over the internet. Similarly, 2D
media and displays will continue to play an active role in
many tasks. As Buxton (2007) states: “Everything is best for
something and worst for something else”. The new challenge
is to figure out how these 3D virtual worlds will interface with
our 2D digital interfaces and 3D physical worlds. We
hypothesize that Interactive Mixed-dimensional Media will
pave way for this.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced Interactive Mixed-Dimensional
Media. We motivated the need for these Media through several
examples that show that a canonical CSCW time-and-space
analysis is insufficient for collaboration in Mixed Reality
settings. We then proposed a modified CSCW matrix that
introduces the notion of symmetric or asymmetric extended
spaces (xspaces). Interactive Mixed-Dimensional Media
address problems of asymmetric interaction in Mixed
Reality Space by allowing users access to different visual
representations and associated interaction techniques. We
discussed three different systems that instantiate the
concept of Mixed-Dimensional Media. We hope this
conceptual framing will allow other researchers to analyze,
design and create useful and usable media for other types of
collaborative tasks in Mixed Reality environments.
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